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Abst ract  
The method of alternative problems can be used to show that a semilinear elliptic boundary value problem 
(Lu + g(x, u) = 0 with g.(x, u) bounded below) is equivalent to a finite-dimensional problem (F(c) = 0 ~ R d, c ~ •d), in the 
sense that their solution sets, which are not necessarily singletons, are in a one-to-one correspondence. This correspond- 
ence is based on a map a from low-frequency to high-frequency Fourier components ofsolutions. A numerical method is 
presented for approximating a and hence also solutions of the BVP. The method uses finite element approximations and 
avoids the use of eigenfunction expansions. Existence, uniqueness, and error estimates for the approximations of a and 
solutions u are derived. 
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1. Introduction 
Semilinear elliptic boundary value problems of the form 
-,~l-~J,= . a i j (x)~i  +g(x ,u ,2 )=O,  x~f2 ,  (1.1) 
u(x) = O, x ~ c~Q, (1.2) 
serve as modeling equations for many physical systems. Here ~ is an open bounded subset of ~N 
and 2 may be a modeling parameter (vector). Although describing static phenomena, in a larger 
context (1.1)-(1.2) may be thought of as describing equilibrium states of a dynamical system 
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(described by the corresponding parabolic equation). Let gz, 2 ~ NM, denote the set of solutions of 
(1.1)-(1.2). It is well known (cf. [3]) that ~ is a singleton if O(x, u, 2) is increasing in u, for each x e t?, 
and that the cardinality of ga may be greater than one in other cases (cf. [-1, 7, 12, 13] and references 
therein). When uniqueness holds algorithms are available for approximating the unique solution 
u e g~. But when uniqueness fails approximating all of the elements of g~ becomes problematic. In 
fact, theoretically the precise number of solutions may not even be known. One well-developed 
approach to obtaining at least some of the solutions is to use a continuation algorithm and follow 
(bifurcating) curves of solutions (cf. [2, 17]). It may not be possible to determine all solutions in this 
way however. For example, when the bifurcation is "spontaneous" (cf. [18]) a branch of solutions is 
not connected to a known (e.g., the trivial) solution. 
Clearly, a well-defined algorithm can produce at most one solution of the problem. Thus, to 
obtain all the elements of gx a computable characterization of all solutions is needed. This is 
a problem of a global character and may be referred to as global numerical bifurcation. In previous 
works [18, 19] it was shown that the method of alternative problems (cf. [5, 6]) provides a basis for 
an effective numerical algorithm, having this global character. In a certain sense, the alternative 
method corrects a Galerkin approximation so that it becomes exact. The essence of the method is 
to replace the nonlinear boundary value problem by an equivalent (low-dimensional) nonlinear 
system of equations. In this way the solutions of(1.1)-(1.2) are set into a one-to-one correspondence 
with the solutions of an equation in R e, where d is small and independent of the fineness of any 
approximation (i.e., mesh size). Of course, to follow solution curves as parameters vary, standard 
continuation algorithms can be applied to the reduced system. This is in contrast to other methods 
that may continue along branches of solutions while working with a full set of approximating 
equations, or by employing the so-called "reduced basis technique" (cf. [17] and references therein). 
In this paper we develop a method based on finite element approximation to numerically 
implement he method of alternative problems. In [,18,19] the boundary value problems 
considered had a simple structure and spectral methods were easily implemented. Since, in general, 
a reasonably complete knowledge of spectral quantities i not available it is desirable to eliminate 
the need to use them. However, the use of spectral decompositions in the reduction process is 
intimately tied to the use (and justification) of the process itself. Crucial properties of the associated 
linear operator L are needed and are only valid when the operator is restricted to high-frequency 
eigenspaces (e.g. estimates of the form (Lv, v) >>- 2klVl2). Since the need for the analog of these same 
properties also appears in any finite-dimensional approximating problem, if the reduction process 
is to remain valid, some knowledge of the eigenfunctions must be available. Here we assume 
knowledge of only the low-frequency eigenfunctions. In practice, this may require a preliminary 
calculation, which should be numerically stable (cf. [.22]). However, the method we present does 
not compute the solutions in terms of even a partial eigenfunction expansion. Ultimately, approx- 
imate solutions are found in terms of (and all intermediate calculations involve only) finite 
elements. 
The main step in the reduction process is the determination f a map o-. This map is described in 
Lemma 2.1, where it is shown that any solution of (1.1)-(1.2) must have the form 
u(x)=w(x)+v(x) ,  where W(X)=~d=lCkt~k(X) is a truncated Fourier series and v(x)= 
V(Cl, ..., cd, x) is uniquely determined by the vector of Fourier coefficients c = [cl, ...,  Cd] of W(X). 
", d The correspondence c--*v defines a:N ~H2(Q)nH~(~2), or equivalently o-(w)=v, where 
~r: W = span{~bi}f= 1---' H2(~?)c~HI((2) • Using cr we obtain a finite-dimensional problem which is 
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equivalent to (1.1)-(1.2). Namely (see the discussion leading to (2.5)) F(c ,2)= 0, where 
F = [F1, . . . ,Fd]  with 
Fk(C, 2) = 2kCk + fQg(' ,W + a(W),2)C~kdX, 1 <~ k <<, d. (1.3) 
Obviously, only a numerical quadrature is needed to evaluate the "bifurcation function" F(c,2), 
once v = a(w) has been determined. Again we emphasize that our method produces a finite element 
approximation ofw + a(w), so that the advantage of small supports in performing this quadrature 
is retained. We note that if F(c,2) is defined by (1.3) with w + a(w) replaced by w (i.e., a(w) = 0), 
then the approximate solutions obtained by solving F(c, 2) = 0 are the standard Galerkin approxi- 
mations. This was observed in [4, 5]. 
The method we propose can provide a tool for investigations into problems associated with 
(1.1)-(1.2), both static and dynamic, which currently seem intractable from a theoretical point of 
view. This includes the structure of the solutions ets of (1.1)-(1.2) and the assessment of stability, 
since there is connection between the stability of solutions and the derivative of the bifurcation 
function. We point out that the bifurcation equation F(c,2) = 0 can be used to determine both 
stable and unstable steady states, since the method avoids instabilities that may appear otherwise. 
In addition, it can be shown that the map a defines an approximate inertial manifold (cf. [20]). 
Thus, it can be used in developing a "nonlinear Galerkin method' for asymptotic ntegrations, imilar 
to the one introduced by Marion and Temam [15, 16] for Navier-Stokes equations. Furthermore, 
the methods we employ allow for generalizations of (1.1)-(1.2) in several ways. The presentation 
given here is intended to balance generality with technical details, while exposing the key ideas. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the reduction process is presented. In 
Section 3 we introduce a constrained finite element subspace used in our analysis and verify certain 
approximation properties. In Section 4 we define a finite element approximation Vh of a(w) and 
obtain an estimate (in the energy norm) of the error liar(w)- vhll. In Section 5 we make some 
connections with minimization problems, and in Section 6 we discuss more specifically an 
implementation f the method. 
2. Reduction to a finite-dimensional problem 
In the remainder of our work we focus on the numerical approximation of a(w) and ignore that 
dependence on )~. Since the conditions assumed for the reduction process to be valid are open 
conditions it follows that if they are satisfied at some point )to, then they will be satisfied 
throughout an interval containing 20. Thus, for convenience ofnotation, we do not explicitly show 
the dependence on 2. 
Throughout we use the standard notations L 2 (Q), Hi(f2) = W ~' 2 (f2), and H 2 (O) = W 2, 2 (~r" 2), as 
in [9], and let I'l and (-, -) denote the usual L2(Q) norm and inner product. The Dirichlet norm 
L u ={;   2dx} 'j2 
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will also be used in Hol(f2). By the Poincar6 inequality (lul ~ C~(IQl)llulI,Vu eHI(Q)) 
equivalent to the usual one. 
We assume the coefficients a~ in (1.1) belong to C(O) and satisfy 
this is 
all(X) = aji(x), Vxef2,  Vi, j e{1 ,  . . . ,N}, 
and 
N N 
E aij(x)~i~j>/ ~o 2 ~,  VxcQ,  V~[~N 
i , j= l  i=1  
for some constant ~o > 0. Then 
Lu= - ~l-~x . aij(x)~ix i , 
is a strictly elliptic operator in f2, whose associated bilinear form a(' ,  "): Hi(f2) x Hi(f2) ~ R, 
N ~" Ou ~3v 
a(u,v)= 2 j~aij(x)-~x-~xjdX, 
i , j= l  
is symmetric. The domain of(the Friedrich's extension of) L is specified by the boundary conditions 
(1.2) (i.e., ~(L )= H~(f2)mH2(O)c L2(f2)). Clearly, there is a constant ~1 ~> 7o such that 
~ollull 2 ~< a(u,u) <<, ~lllull2,Vu 6H~(12), so that I1"11 is also equivalent to the norm IlulIL = a(u,u) 1/2 
on Hol(f2). The domain f2 c •N is assumed to be smooth enough to insure that if Lu =f~L2( f2)  
then u ~H2(f2). 
We assume that the function g(x, u) appearing in (1.1) belongs to C(f2 x ~), and that there are 
numbers 7, ~c/> 0 such that 
(G 1) (g (x, u) - g(x, v)) (u - v) ~> - ~:1 u - v 12, V x ~ O, V u, v e R, 
(G2) Ig(x,u) -- g(x,v)l <~ 71u -- vl, Vx~f2,  Vu, veN.  
These hypotheses are made for convenience and may require truncation in the original problem. In 
fact, it is only the lower bound (GO that is crucial in determining the map a. At the expense of 
additional technical details the upper bound may be relaxed (cf. 1-21-]). Obviously, (G2) implies (G~) 
is valid with ~c = 7. But in many cases K may be much smaller than 7, and the size of ~: ultimately 
determines the dimension d of the equivalent finite-dimensional problem. 
Under the hypotheses on L it is well-known that there are countably infinite sequences of 
eigenvalues {2~}~/and eigenfunctions {~b~}~, with Lq~ = 2~q5~. Here I denotes a countable index 
set (of multi-indices for example). It is also known that the smallest eigenvalue, 2, = inf{2~}~, is 
positive and the eigenfunctions are complete in L 2 (f2). For convenience, we assume the eigenfunc- 
tions to be orthonormal in L2(f2). Furthermore, given any number p e ~ there is at most a finite 
number of eigenvalues satisfying 2~ </t.  Thus, for each/~ > 2, the set of indices I can be written as 
a disjoint union, I = I, wI c, where I~, = {~: 2~ </~} is finite and 2~ >~ #, V~ ~I  c. Analogously, the 
subspace IV, = span{~b~:  e I,} is finite-dimensional, with orthogonal complement WJ. For later 
convenience we let d, = dim W,, and 21, . . . ,  2a, (resp., ~bl, . . . ,  4~d,) be a sequential enumeration of 
the eigenvalues </z (resp. eigenfunctions spanning W,). We associate with the subspaces W, and 
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W~ the orthogonal projections Pu:L2(Q)--~Wu and Q~ = I -Pu ,  respectively. Given any 
f e L2(f2), the projection Quf  is in function 
d~ 
Quf(x) =f(x) -  ~ ( f  dpk)dpk(x). 
k=l  
Lemma 2.1. For every It > ~:, there is a decomposition of L2(Q) = Wu -I- W ~ with the property that 
any solution of (1.1)-(1.2) has the form u(x) = w(x) + v(x), where we W, = span{~bi: 2i < It} and 
v e W~ is a solution of the boundary value problem 
-- ~ au(x) +Qug(x ,w+v)=O,  xe f2 ,  (2.1) 
i.j= l-~xj 
v(x) = O, x e 8f2. (2.2) 
Moreover, for each w e Wu, there is a unique solution v e W~c~H~(f2)nHZ(f2) of (2.1)-(2.2), and 
hence a well-defined map tru(w) = v from W~ into W ~ nH~(f2)nHZ(f2). 
Remark 1. The process of replacing the problem of finding u(x) satisfying (1.1)-(1.2) by the 
problem of finding c = [cl, . . . ,  cd] satisfying F(c, 2) = 0 (see (1.3)) is called the method of alterna- 
tive problems (cf. [5, 6]). The equation F(c, 2) = 0 is referred to as the bifurcation equation, and we 
call F the bifurcation function. 
Remark 2. The choice of It > x is arbitrary. However, it is obviously desirable to choose It as small 
as possible, thereby minimizing the dimension of W~,. Furthermore, if x = x(2) depends continu- 
ously on 2 then the choice of # and hence Wu will be locally independent of 2. 
Remark 3. Problem (2.1)-(2.2) is the projection of (1.1)-(1.2) onto W~. It is a nonlocal boundary 
value problem since the term Qu9(x, w + v) contains integrals involving the unknown function v. 
Remark 4. The map try, can be shown to be Lipschitz continuous. This will be done in Section 4 
where this fact becomes relevant o the presentation. 
Various forms of Lemma 2.1 have appeared in the literature. A proof based on the theory of 
monotone operators will be given below. (For indications on a proof via the contract mapping 
theorem see the proof of Lemma 6.3.) First however we complete our discussion of the reduction 
process. As a consequence of Lemma 2.1, any solution of (1.1)-(1.2) must have the form u = w + v, 
where v = a~,(w). On the other hand, if u = w + o-~,(w) then Quu = o'u(w) satisfies (2.1)-(2.2). Hence, 
such a u will be a solution of (1.1)-(1.2) if and only if Puu = w satisfies the projection of (1.1)-(1.2) 
onto W~: 
- + P,9(x, w + tru(w)) = O, x e f2, (2.3) 
i,j= 1 
w(x) = O, x e Of 2. (2.4) 
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Clearly, (2.4) is always satisfied when w ~ 141,. To obtain an alternate form of (2.3) we multiply both 
sides by Ck, 1 ~< k ~< d,, and integrate, thus obtaining the system 
Fk(C) = 2kCk + (g(', W + au(W)), qbk) = O, 1 <~ k <~ d,. (2.5) 
Therefore, u(x) is a solution of (1.1)-(1.2) if and only if u = w + o-,(w), where w(x) = )-'k~"= i Ck~bk(X) 
and c = [ca, . . . ,  ca,] satisfies (2.5). 
We now describe the relevant spaces and operators used in proving Lemma 2.1. Again for 
convenience of notation we assume that # > x has been chosen and is now fixed, and drop the 
subscript # from the notation introduced above. Let V=W±~H~(O)={ueH~( f2) :  
(u, qbk) = 0, 1 ~< k ~< d}, and equip V with the norm II" II. We will use ( . ,  .>: V* x V ~ R to denote 
the dual pairing, and I1"11, to denote the norm in V*. For a fixed w e W we define an operator 
Aw: V ~ V* by 
Aw(v) = - ~ ~ aij(x) + Qg(x, w + v), v e V. (2.6) 
i , j= l  
The functional equation Aw(v) = 0, in V*, is the weak formulation of (2.1)-(2.2). 
Although to prove Lemma 2.1 it is sufficient o consider the operator Aw, with w e W, for later 
purposes we consider more generally, for any fixed u ~ H~(I2), an operator A, :V --* V* defined by 
(2.6), with u replacing w. The distinction is that u is not restricted to lie in the subspace W. In either 
case the action of An(v) on ~ eHol(f2) is defined by 
(A,,(v),lp> = a(v,O) + (Qg(',u + v),O) 
= a(v,O) + g(x,u + v)Odx - ~ (g(' ,u + v),¢k) q~k0dx. 
k=l  
When ~b ~ V c W ± the term involving the sum on k vanishes. By assumption (G2) the composition 
g( ' ,u  + v)eL2(f2), hence A,,(v)enol(t2).  In fact, it is easy to see that I<&(v),~,>l ~< (~ltlVll + 
CN(lOI)lg(',u + v)l) II011, Vv, ~ e V. (Recall that CN(IOI) is the constant appearing in the Poincar6 
inequality). If vl, v2, ~b e V then 
(Au(vl) - Au(v2), ~0> < oqllVl - *)21111011 + [g(.,u + vx) - g( . ,u  + v2)1101 
< (~, -4- C2(IOI)~)Ilvx - v211 II011. 
Therefore, with F = ~x + C2(IO I)y we have 
[ [a . (v l ) -  Au(v2)ll, ~ FllVl - v21l, Vvl,  v2 ~V. (2.7) 
In addition to being Lipschitz, the operator Au is also strongly monotone. To verify this we let 
vl, v2 ~ V and use the orthogonality constraint in the definition of V to obtain 
(Qg(.,u + vl) - Qg(. ,u + v2),vl - v2) = fo(g( . ,u  + vl) - g( . ,u  + v2))(v, - v2)dx. 
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Hence by assumption (GO, 
(A.(vx) - A.(vz),Vl - vz)  >>- a(vl - v2, vi - vz) - ~clva - vzt z. 
According to the variational characterization of the eigenvalues of L (cf. [9]), the value 
v = inf{a(u, u)/lul2:u e HI(Q) and (u, q~k) = 0, 1 ~< k <~ d} is the first eigenvalue larger than 2d. Since 
2e is the largest eigenvalue <# it follows that v >/#. Hence a(v,v) >1 #lvl 2, x/v e v. Using this fact 
and the ellipticity of L we have, for any 0 e [0, 1], 
<Au(Vl) -- A.(v2),vl -- vz)  >~ ((1 -- 0)# - K) Ivl -- v2l 2 + 0~o Ilvl -- v2112 (2.8) 
Finally, since # > x, we may choose 0 = (#-  x)/# to obtain (Au(v l ) -  Au(v2) ,v l -  v2)~> 
~llvl - v2112, Vva,  v2 e V, where e = Cto(# - x)/# > O. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Suppose that u(x) is a solution of problem (1.1)-(1.2). Then projecting 
(1.1)-(1.2) onto W and W ± produces a system consisting of two problems which must be satisfied 
by w = Pu and v = Qu. The problem for v is given by (2.1)-(2.2), or in weak form as Aw(v) = 0, in 
V*. From the theory of monotone operators (cf. [3, 6]) it follows that there is a unique solution 
v e V of the later problem. A standard boot-strap argument (cf. [9-]) then shows that v e H 2 (t2). [] 
3. Orthogonally constrained finite elements 
In the remaining sections we present a finite element method for approximating the map 
o described in Lemma 2.1. Throughout,  we conform to the terminology of finite elements as found, 
for example, in [8, 22]. For convenience, in the discussion we may assume that f2 is a polygonal 
domain in ~N; that is 0 = u {K: K is an N-simplex}. Let Yh be a regular family of triangularizations 
of f2. We assume that all finite elements are affine-equivalent to a single reference finite element, 
and that they are all of class C °. We let Xoh c Hob(f2) denote the finite element space associated 
with the fineness h. With rchu denoting the Xoh-interpolant of u assume further that the inequality is 
valid (cf. [8, 22]): 
Ilu - ~hullH'~) <~ Cmh 2-~llulln2t~), Vm e {0, 1}, Vu EH2(~2), (3.1) 
where Cm is a constant independent of u and h. 
Since v = a(w) is (implicitly) defined by Aw(v) = 0 (i.e. (2.1)-(2.2)), our method follows closely the 
abstract approach presented in I-8, Section 5.3]. However, there is an obstruction to a direct 
application of the theory. Here V c W ± is a subspace defined by an orthogonality constraint. The 
complementary space W is spanned by a finite set of eigenfunctions which are not necessarily 
related in any way to the finite elements. Nonetheless it is natural to suggest the subspace 
V h ~-- Xoh(~ W ± = Xoh(~ V as the appropriate space of finite elements for the problem. However, we 
must first address the questions: (i) Is Vh = Xohn W ± nonempty? and (ii) assuming Vh ~ O, are the 
functions v e V well-approximated by finite elements Vh e Vh? 
Clearly, estimate (3.1) plays a crucial role in establishing an error estimate when V is the entire 
space. In the present case we cannot expect that nhv e Vh. Generally, rChV will have a nonzero 
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component in W. However, as we now show, there is a perturbation ~k of 7ZhV that lies in Vh (SO that 
Vh ~ 0) and well approximates v.
Lemma 3.1. There is a number ho > 0, which depends only on d and Ae -1 d = (d ~j=xllCkjlln~)) ~/2, 
such that for each h s(0,ho) and any v e Vc~H2(f2) there is an element ~ e Vh = XohnV satisfyino 
IIv - 011 ~< Chllvll,~(,>, (3.2) 
where C is a constant independent of v and h. 
Proof. It is convenient to use the equivalent norm IIVlIL = a(v, V) 1/2. Also the Euclidean norm will 
be used on R a. The Fourier coefficients of u sL2(f2) are u, = (u, tp,), oc ~I  c, and if ~ ~Iu we use 
Uk = (U, Ckk), 1 <~ k <<. d, as in Section 2. Let ve  VnH2(I2)  and nhv be the Xoh-interpolant of v. 
Observe that since v ~ W ± we have Vk = O, 1 <~ k <~ d. However, the numbers bk = (nhV,(ak) are not 
generally equal to zero. From Parseval's identity and the definition of ILVlIL we have 
d 2x~ 1/2 
I Iv -  rChVIIL = ~ ,~kb~ -t- E A~lv~ -- b~l ~ • (3.3) 
k=l ~tel c / 
We consider a perturbation ¢ of rChV defined by 
d 
k=l 
where C~k = rchCkk eXoh denotes the Xoh-interpolant of ~bk and the coefficients 3k are to be deter- 
mined. Clearly, ~ e W ± if and only if bi + ~ = 1 flk(q~k, q~i) = 0, 1 ~< i ~< d. This set of equations is 
a linear system which we write in the form M# = - b, where M = [m~j] is the (d x d) matrix of 
inner products m o = (~bl, q~s). Since m~j = (4~, 4s) + (~bl, q~s - ~s) it follows from (3.1) that there is 
a constant Co such that Imlj - 6ol <<. I~s - cksl = lobs - Tch(aj[ <<. Coh2lldpjllu~m. Thus, M = I + M0 
is a perturbation of the identity, with IIMo II ~< Coh2dl /2(~= 111~j II~<~) 1/2 = Coh2dAa. Therefore, 
for h sufficiently small, M is invertible with IIM- 1 II ~< (1 - Coh2dAe) - 1. In this case/] = - M-  lb is 
uniquely determined by the requirement ~ ~ Vh. 
It remains to show that the perturbation ¢ =~d=lflkq~, is small. By direct calculation 
I1~11~ = a((, ~) =/1~#,  where @ = [a(~p,, q~j)]. Clearly, we have I#1 ~< IIM-1111bl, so that from (3.3) 
we obtain 
Also, since [a(q~, ~j)l ~< c~111~ II II~ II it follows from (3.1) and Minkowski's inequality in e a that 
( ~ )1/4 ( ----~1 )1/2 
i,'=1 i= 
~< ~l/Zlfl' ( ( /=~ ntkil,2)l'2 + Clh( i :~  1 "q~ill2~te)) 1'2) 
el/2dl/2Ae(1 + Clh) 
~< ).1./2( 1 _ CohadAe) IIv - ~hvl[~. 
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Setting ho =min{1, (2CodAa)  -1/2} and requiring h6(0,ho) leads to the inequality II~IIL~ 
CI]V--nh1)[IL, in which C is a constant independent of 1) and h. Therefore, II1)-~IIL ~< 
(1 + C)111) - nhVl lL  and estimate (3.2) now follows. [] 
4. Recovering "small supports" 
To determine numerically an approximate solution Vh ~ Vh of (2.1)-(2.2), there are basically two 
approaches that can be utilized: (i) solve a nonlinear system of equations, or (ii) minimize a convex 
functional. Regardless of which approach is followed it is desirable (and indeed perhaps necessary) 
to replace the function w(x), which is not locally supported, by a finite-element approximation. In 
this way the advantage of "small supports" in the argument of the nonlinear function is recovered. 
This process leads to a perturbed problem which we now discuss from the point of view of the first 
approach. In Section 5 we connect hese results to the second approach. Throughout we assume 
that # > x has been chosen and that L2(f2) = W + W ± is the corresponding orthogonal decompo- 
sition, as described in Section 2 and used in Lemma 2.1. 
Let w ~ W. Then/) = a(w) E V is the solution of the problem Aw(/)) = 0, in V*. To regain the 
advantage of"small supports" we consider the perturbed problem A~hw(1)) = 0, in V*. As in Section 
2, A,~hw is the operator defined by (2.6), with nhW replacing w. As can be seen from the arguments 
below the choice of nhw is somewhat arbitrary; any finite element hat well approximates w will 
suffice. In Section 2 we showed that, for any u ~HI(f2), the operator Au: V ~ V* is a Lipschitz 
operator which is monotone and coercive. Hence, by the same argument used to verify Lemma 2.1 
it follows that, for each u e H~(f2), there is a unique 1) ~ Vc~H2(t2) such that A,(1)) = 0, in V*. Thus, 
we may extend a as a map defined on Hi(f2) by the correspondence u ~ 1) = a(u). We now show 
that this map is continuous, which in turn implies a(w) ~ a(nhW). 
Lemma 4.1. 
continuous f rom H Xo (t2 ) to Vc~H2(Q).  In particular, there are constants K1, K 2 such that 
[[a(ul) - a(uz)l[ ~< KI[lu, - uz[/, 
I[a(ul) -- a(u2)llnz~c2) ~ K2[lUl --  U2I I • 
for all ul, u2 ~H~(f2) 
The map v = a(u), defined implicitly by the equation Au(v)= 0 ~ V*, is Lipschitz 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Proof. Let v, = a(u,), i ~ {0, 1}, so that Au,(V,) = 0, in V*. For convenience, let z, = u, + v,, i ~ {0, 1}, 
and set z3 = Ul + v2. We first observe that since Za - z3  = vl -v2  it follows from (G1) that 
(g ( ' , z l ) -  g(' ,z2),vl  - v2) >i = -x [vx  - v2[ 2 + (g(',za) - g(' ,z2),vl - v2). Then from (G2) and 
the argument leading to (2.8). 
0 = (Aul(Vl)  -- Auz(V2),v I -- v2)  
= a(vl -- v2, 1)1  - -  /)2) At- (g("  ,Z1) - -  g ( ' ,Z2) , / ) l  - -  /)2) 
>I a(vl - rE, v1 - v2) + (g(',z3) - g( ' ,z2),Vl  - / )2 ) -  Klvl - v2l 2 
/> ((1 - O)p - ~c)lv 1 - v2l 2 + II/)1 -/)2112 - 71ul - u2l Iva - v2l 
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for any 0e l0 ,  1]. First taking 0 = 0 we find Iv , -  v21 < ~(/A- K)- l lul -  u21. Then choosing 
0 = p-1 (p _ ~c) we obtain 
~)~/1/2 
IIv~ - VEil ~< ~/2(~ _ ~c)IlUl - u21l. 
This verifies (4.1). To verify (4.2) we observe that L(Vl--V2)=fEL2(O), where f= 
Q[g(x, u2 + v2) - g(x, ul + v,)] has norm Ifl ~ 7(lul - u2l + Iv1 - v21). Therefore, standard ellip- 
tic estimates lead to (4.2). [] 
Consider the restriction of the operator A~ to the subspace Vh. We have A~w: Vh ~ V* ~ V~, 
where Vh is a closed subspace of V (in the subspace topology). We assume that h e (0, h0), for ho as in 
Lemma 3.1, so that Vh :/: O. It follows immediately that A~h~ is continuous, monotone, and coercive 
as an operator from Vh to its dual V*. Hence, there is a unique solution Vh e Vh of the equation 
A~hw(vh) = 0, in V~'. The following version of C6a's lemma shows that Vk well approximates the 
unique solution a(rchW) of the full equation A~,w(V) = 0, in V*. 
Lemma 4.2. Let v = a(TZhW) e V be the unique solution of A~(v)  = 0, in V*, and let Vh e Vh be the 
unique element of Vh satisfying A~w(Vh) = O, in V~. There is a constant C independent of v and h such 
that 
IIv - Vhll < C inf Ilv - 011. (4.3) 
0evh 
Proof .  In Section 2 it was shown that <A~hw(V,) --A~hw(v2),v, - v2) >1 a II v l  - v2112, VV l ,  v2 e v ,  
with c~ > 0. Hence, from the defining properties of the solutions v and Vh, and inequality (2.7) we 
obtain, for any ~b ~ Vh, 
~llv - vhll 2 <<. <&~w(v)  - a~w(Vh) ,v  - -  Vh> = <&~w(V)  - -  &~w(Vh) ,V  - -  ~'> 
< IIa~hw(V) - A,~hw(Vh)[I, I]v -- ~bll 
< r l l v  - vhll IIv - ~01L. 
It follows that (4.3) holds with C = ~-1F. [] 
Coro l la ry  4.3. Let Vh e Vh be the unique element of Vh satisfying A,thw(Vh): 0, in V~. There is 
a constant C, which is independent of w and h, such that 
Ha(w) -- Vhl[ <<. Ch(llwllH2(m + Ila(0)llH2(m), Vw e W. 
Remark 5. In addition to the stated conclusion the above estimate shows that there is a finite 
element Uh = rChW + Vh e Xoh such that Uh ~ W + a(W), for any w e W. This holds in particular when 
u = w + a(w) is a solution of (1.1)-(1.2). 
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Proofi The triangle inequality and estimates (4.1), (4.3) yield 
I[a(w) - -  Vhll ~ Kxl lw - 7vhwll + C inf IIv - @11, 
q,~v h 
where v = O'(nhW) is the unique solution of A~hw(v) = O, in V*. Hence, from the basic approximation 
estimate (3.1) and the derived estimate (3.2) we have 
Ila(w) - vhlt ~< KlCxhllwllx2(o) + Chllvlln2(~). 
Finally, we use the Lipschitz property (4.2) of a to show that 
IlvllH~(~) = Ila0thw)II n=(~)~ g2(llxhw -- wll + IIwll) + Ila(0)lln~(~). 
The stated estimate now follows. [] 
5. Associated minimization problems 
Let f#(u) denote the functional 
if(u) = f G(x,u(x))dx, uenlo(f2), 
in which G(x, u) is the u-antiderivative of 9(x, u), with G(x, 0) = 0. Then J(u) = ½a(u, u) + f¢(u) is 
a functional on H1(~2) whose stationary points are solutions of (1.1)-(1.2). That is, with J'(u) 
denoting the Frechet derivative of J at u ~Hlo(f2), we have J'(u) = 0 if and only if 
(J'(u),dp) = a(u, qb) + (g(',u),dp) = O, Vdp eH~(f2). 
This is the weak form of (1.1)-(1.2). In this section we show that problem (2.1)-(2.2) and its 
finite-dimensional approximating problem, A,~,,w(vh) = 0 in V*, are also connected to minimization 
problems. 
Let w e W be fixed and consider the constrained minimization problem: Minimize J(u), subject 
to u e P -  'w. The constraint may be alternatively stated as u e w + V. Thus, the functional to be 
minimized is Jw: V ~ E, where flw(v) = J(w + v). Clearly, J,~(v) e V* is the restriction of J'(w + v) 
to V, and 
(J'(v),~O) = a(v,~k) + (g(' ,w + v),~k) = (A,,.,(v),~9), Vv,~ e V. 
Since J "  = A~ is monotone it follows that J~  is convex (cf. [6, Ch. 4]). From the strong 
monotonicity it also follows that Jw(v) ~ + 0% as Ilvll ~ + oo. To see this we use (GO to first 
estimate 
G(x,u)= flg(x, su)uds= fl (g(x,s.)-g(x,O))su! as+ flg(x,o), ds 
>1 - tcs2u2-ds  -~- g(x,O)u ~ -1K:u2  --½gU 2 - ½e- ' lg (x ,0 ) l  2 
S 
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for all (x, u)E f2 x R, and for any e > 0. Now, proceeding as Section 2 (cf. (2.8)) and using the 
orthogonality of W and V, we obtain 
J(w + v) >>. ½(a(w,w) + a(v,v) - (x + ~)lw + vl 2 - ~-Xl0(',0)l 2) 
½(a(w,w) - (~ + ~)lwl 2 - ~-110(-,0)12 + 0C~o Ilvll 2 + ((1 - 0)# - x - ~)lvl 2) 
for all v s V, and any e > 0, 0 s[0,  1]. Since # > x there are choices of e and 0 that show 
J(w + v) >1 C(w) + 6 Ilvll 2, Vv e v, for some constants 6 > 0 and C(w) depending only on w and 
g(x,O). Thus, Jw(v) ~ + oo as Ilvll -" + ~. 
From the properties of Jw just  verified it follows that J~  has a minimizer v ~ V. Furthermore, the 
minimizer must satisfy j ' (v )  = 0; that is, Aw(v) = 0 in V*. Since v = tr(w) is the unique solution of 
this problem, it is also the unique minimizer for Jw. Equivalently, we have shown that u minimizes 
J(u) over the fibre u e P -  lw if and only if u = w + v where v ~ V is the solution of A~(v) = 0 in V*. 
Computationally, we are interested in the problem of determining the solution of A~w(Vh) = 0 in 
V~'. This solution can also be connected with a minimization problem, but it is not the one 
obtained by minimizing J(u) over u e rChW + Vh. We must consider instead the functional, 
I,hw:V--* R, where in general we define Iw(v)= ½a(v,v)+ fg(w + v). From the orthogonality of 
W and V it follows that if w ~ W and v ~ V then Jw(v) = J(w + v) = Iw(v) + ½a(w, w). Thus, in this 
case Jw(v) and Iw(v) differ by only a constant C(w) and therefore have the same minimizer 
v = a(w) ~ V. However, when we replace w by its Xoh-interpolant rChW this is no longer true (cf. 
Remark 7 below). 
Lemma 5.1. The solution of Anhw(l)h) = 0, in V*, is the unique minimizer of the constrained minimiz- 
ation problem: Minimize I~(v) ,  subject o v ~ Vh. 
Remark 6. The constrained minimization problem in Lemma 5.1 is the same as the problem of 
minimizing I~,~ as a functional on Vh. 
Proof. We consider the functional l~w: V --. ~. Like Jw, this functional is convex since I'~w = A~w. 
Furthermore, f~(ZrhW + V) is bounded from below by 
-½((1 + q-1)(x +  )l hwl 2 + (1 + ~/)(x +  )lvl 2 + 2) 
for all v E V, and for any e, q > 0. Hence, arguing as before we can show l~hw ~ + oo. Since Vh is 
a closed convex subset of V it follows that there is an element Vh ~ Vh satisfying Inhw(l~h) <~ Inhw((h), 
V(h e Vh, which is characterized (cf. [10, 11]) by the variational inequality, (I'~w(Vh), (h -- Vh) >/ 0, 
V ~h ~ Vh. Taking ~h = Vh +_ ~h, for any ~kh ~ Vh, we obtain 
a(Vh,~lh) -[- (g(',TZhW -1- l)h), I//h) = 0, V~I h ~ V h. 
That is, AnhwO)h)= 0, in V~'. The uniqueness of the minimizer now follows from the strong 
monotonicity of A~hw. [] 
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Remark 7. If the functional J(u) is minimized over uh e ~rhW + Vh, then the variational inequality to 
be considered is ( J ' (Uh),(h--Uh) >I O, V(herChW + Vh. This in turn leads to a(rrhW + Vh,~kh) + 
(g(',rrhw + Vh),~Oh) = O, ~/~kh e Vh. Since it is generally not the case that rrhW e W, the finite element 
vh determined in this way satisfies a modified equation A~hw(Vh) = - -a( l rhw , ") ,  in V~'. 
6. Remarks on implementation 
Let {~Oj}7= 1 be an enumeration of the finite elements of Xoh. Any element Uh e Xoh has the form 
u(x) = ~.= 1 u j~(x)  and corresponds naturaly to a column vector u = [Ul, ..., Un] x e ~". TO indi- 
cate this correspondence we will write u = uh'~. Clearly, we have uh e W ± if and only if 
(Uh, ~bh) = ~ uj(~ i, qSk) = 0, 1 ~< k ~ d. 
j= l  
With the (d x n) matrix K = [kit] defined by kij = (q~i, ~)), this condition can be written as Ku = O. 
Thus, Uh e Vh if and only if u~= u and Ku = 0. This shows there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between Vh and ker(K) c ~n. If K has full rank then dim(Vh) = n -- d. This will be the case if 
{~kj}7=l is a separating family for the subspace W. By this we mean, if we  W and 
(w, ~)  = 0, 1 ~< j ~< n, then w(x) = O, x e f2. 
We now exploit the correspondence between Vh and ker(K) to translate the approximating 
problem for Vh, A,,~w(v)= 0 e V*, into an equivalent problem for the coefficients v = if'he Rn. 
However, in doing so we want to avoid having to determine a basis for ker(K). Let w = ~ZhW. For 
any v e R" we set u = w + v = u~ and define/'~: ~n ~ ~ by 
L(v) = ½v~ Av + 8(w + v), 
where 
[ .  
A = [a(Oi, Oj)] and f~(w + v) = f~(u) = joG(X, Uh(X))dx. 
Clearly, we have I~hw(Vh) = I'w(V), VV = ff'he ~n ~ Xoh.  Observe that (again using u = w + v = U~h 
and writing the gradient/ ' ;  as a column vector) 
f ; (v)  = Av + g(w + v), 
where 
, -3  ( .  
gi(w + v) = gi(u) = ~ ~(u) = ~g(X ,  Uh(X))g/i(x)dx, 1 <~ i <~ n. 
Thus, for any Vh, Zh e Vh and v = Vh, Z = Z~ we have 
(A~hw(vh), zh) = a(Vh, Zh) + (g( ' ,  ~hW + Vh), Zh) 
= z~Av + Z~g(w + v) = Z~I'(v) 
Therefore, A~hw(Vh) = 0 e V* if and only if ZTi'(V) = 0, k/Z e ker(K). 
(6.1) 
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Now and subsequently we assume that the constraint matrix K has full rank, so that the (d × d) 
matrix KK T is nonsingular. Let Ph = KT(KK T)- IK  and Qh = I - Ph. It is easy to see that Ph and 
Qh are orthogonal projections onto ker(K)± = range(K T) and ker(K), respectively. Using the 
pro jec t ion  Oh, the condition zr['(v) = 0, Vz ~ ker(K), can be written as Qh['.,(w) = 0. Combining all 
of the above results we have the following. 
Lemma 6.1. Let v h ~ V h and v = v~ker (K)  ~ Vh. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) A~,w(Vh) = 0 in V*. 
(2) [w(V) <<. [w(Z), VZ sker(K).  
(3) ^' Qhlw(v) = Qh(AV + g(w + V)) = O. 
The two basic approaches that can be used in developing specific algorithms for the numerical 
determination of Vh are clearly described in the above lemma. We can either solve the constrained 
minimization problem: Minimize Iw(v) subject to Kv = 0, or solve the nonlinear system 
Qh(AV + g(w + v)) = O. (6.2) 
The former problem belongs to a class of constrained minimization problems for which there are 
many algorithms available (cf. [10, 11, 14]). However, most tend to converge slowly, especially 
when the number of variables (i.e., n) is large. For this reason we now consider the later problem 
and describe an effective method for its solution. 
In developing an algorithm for solving (6.2) there are two crucial issues that must be addressed. 
First, although this problem is stated in terms of an equation for v ~ R" it is actually an equation for 
v sker(K)  ~ •n-d. Second, the solution of this (nonlinear) equation will involve an iteration 
scheme, and thus far our hypotheses have little to do with contraction mapping properties. 
In dealing with the first issue we want to avoid having to determine a basis for ker(K). We start 
by solving the linear problem QhAV = b, for v sker(K),  assuming that b~ker(K) .  It will be 
convenient to use the norm 
llvll  = Iv l = IvT v] l/z, 
where ~ = [(~bi, ~j)] is the (n x n) matrix of inner products. Let v = Vh""~ ker(K) c ~n. Recall that 
Vh ~ Vn if and only if v ~ ker(K), and that Qh is the orthogonal projection in ~n onto ker(K). Since 
(see remarks leading to (2.8)) a(v, v) >>. it]v] z, '¢v~ V, it follows that if v ~ ker(K) then 
VTQhAV = (QhV) TAv = 1)TAr = a(Vh, Vh) ~ ]2]Vhl 2 = 12 H v []2. 
This shows that QhA:ker(K)  ~ ker(K) is strongly monotone. Hence, for each b E ker(K), there is 
a unique v ~ ker(K) satisfying QhAV = b. We now characterize this unique solution in a computable 
way. 
Lemma 6.2. Let b eker(K).  Then v eR  n satisfies (1) QhAv =b,  v eker(K)  /f and only if (2) 
v = A-  l(b + KTs), where s ~ Nd satisfies KA-  lb + KA-  1KTs = O. 
Proofl We have the orthogonal decomposit ion ~n = ker(K) + range(KT). Thus, if v satisfies (1) 
then Av = b + KTs, for some s ~ ~d. Hence, v = A-  l(b + KTs) and KA-  l(b + KTs) = Kv = 0, so 
that (2) is valid. Conversely, if (2) is valid then the same calculation shows Kv = 0 and 
Av = b + KTs. Since Qhz = 0, Vz ~ range(KT), it follows that v satisfies (1). [] 
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TO solve (6.2) we consider the fixed point equation obtained from (6.2) by inverting QhA, namely 
v = --(QhA)-aQhg(w + v). From the above result a computational method can be implemented in 
the following way. Given the initial approximation v0 ~ ker(K) we compute the sequence {Vk}k >~ X 
according to 
bk = -- Qhg(W + Vk), 
(KA-  1KT)$ k = -- KA-  lbk, (6.3) 
Vk+l = A- l (bk  + KTSk). 
Scrutiny of (6.3) reveals that all matrices appearing are independent ofboth w and the nonlinearity 
g. Thus, LU-decompositions (if used) need to be computed only once, regardless of the approxima- 
tion Vh to be computed. This applies even when a curve of solutions is to be computed via 
a continuation algorithm. In addition, the matrix KA-  ~K T is a (d x d) matrix, and hence the size of 
the linear system determining s is small and independent of the dimension of the finite element 
space (i.e., fineness of the approximation). 
The second issue mentioned above now becomes apparent. Does Vk ~ ~h, as k ~ ~? It turns out 
that in order to insure the convergence we may need to increase the dimension d of W. More 
precisely, we need to require # > 7, where 7 is the Lipschitz constant for g(x, u) (see (G2)). Since 
7/> K this is a stronger equirement than the one made in the statement of Lemma 2.1, which 
therefore remains valid under the assumption #> 7. 
Let w be fixed and consider the mapping B:ker (K)~ker (K)  defined by B(v)= 
- - (QhA) -1Qhg(w + V). That is, z = B(v) is the unique solution of Qh( AZ + g(w + V)) = O,Z ~ ker(K). 
Lemma 6.3. I f#  > 7, then B:ker (K)~ ker(K) is a Lipschitz mapping with constant k = 7/# < 1. 
Therefore, the sequence {Vk}R ~> xc ker(K) determined by (6.3) converges to ~h, where Vh ~ Vh is the 
finite element described in Corollary 4.3. 
Proof. Let vl, 1J 2 ~ ker(K), and set Zi ~- B(v i )  and ui = w + vi, i e { 1, 2}. With Zih, Uih denoting the 
corresponding finite elements we have, by definition of B, QhA(Zl -- Z2) + Qh(g(ux) -- g(u2)) = 0. 
Hence (cf. (6.1)), 
0 : (Zl - -  z2)TA(z l  - -  Z2) + (Zl - -  z2)T(g(U l )  - -  g(u2) )  
= a(Zlh -- Z2h, Zlh -- Z2h) q- (g(Ulh) - -  g(U2h),Zlh -- Z2h) 
>1 u lz lh  - zzhl z - 71Ulh - -  u2 l Izl  - -  z hl. 
Using the norm [1"11 ~, defined above we deduce that 
I IB (vO - B(v )ll  = IIz  - zzll  Z ILv  - v ll . 
# 
[] 
Throughout we have assumed that 9(x, u) is uniformly Lipschitz in u with constant 7. For much 
of what has to be done this is not essential (cf. [21]). However, to implement the fixed point method 
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(6.3), the nonlinearity must have this property and therefore may have to be truncated. Obvious- 
ly, this has no effect on solutions with range below the truncation level. However, to approximate 
large solutions this may require ~, to increase, while K may remain the same (cf. (G1)-(Gz)). In this 
case the dimension d, of W~, (/~ > ~) will be artificially inflated by the requirement of Lemma 6.3, 
while the characterization of Vh as a minimizer may still be valid on a smaller subspace 
> 
We have implemented algorithm (6.3) for one-dimensional problems, using linear elements. For 
test purposes we considered the problem -(x2u')  ' - Ku + u 3 =f(x) ,  1 < x < 4, with boundary 
conditions u(1) = u(4) = 0. The function f(x) was generated by a prechosen solution. For this 
problem the eigenfunctions can be found by elementary methods, so that the integrals determining 
the constraint matrix K = [(~b/, ~))] involved known functions. These integrals were computed 
using three methods: (i) a two-point Gaussian rule, (ii) the trapezoidal rule, and (iii) Simpson's rule. 
While using the later two methods a finer grid than the one determining the finite elements was 
used, so that each method produced successively more accurate approximations of the entries of K. 
Although not exhaustively tested, in each test run performed convergence consistent with theoret- 
ical predictions was observed, while the accuracy observed appeared to be better than predicted by 
Corollary 4.3 and independent of the method used to approximate the entries of K. 
As another test of the method we considered a simple bifurcation calculation. With f(x) = O, 
Vx ~(1,4), a bifurcation is known to occur in this problem as tc crosses the first eigenvalue 
/~1 = 1[  1 -~- (n/ln 2)2]. This was numerically detected using a scalar bifurcation function (i.e., with 
d r = 1 and W = span {q~i (x) = x -  i/2sin(n In x/ln 4)}). The bifurcation value computed for K agreed 
with ),1 ,~ 5.385572 to the accuracy of grid, and the branch of bifurcating solutions was readily 
determined. 
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